INTERROGATORY NO. 12: State any specific facts which at any time led you to believe, infer or suspect that any of the premises listed in your response to Interrogatory No. 8 was electronically bugged or otherwise subjected to electronic surveillance or that any telephone installed in such premises or otherwise used by you was tapped or subjected to electronic interception.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY #12: Frequent clicks and clacks in the telephone, particularly during political conversations. Telephone company supervisor refused to state that federal agencies were not tapping my phone.

INTERROGATORY NO. 13: State whether you reported to any law enforcement authorities any unauthorized bugging of premises or tapping of telephones reflected in your response to Interrogatory No. 12 during the years 1968-1974, and if so, set forth the date of such report, a summary of the information so reported, and identify the agency to which the report was made.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY #13: No report. (I suspected that the law enforcement agencies themselves might have been doing the tapping.)

INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Set forth your marital or domestic status during the years 1968-1974, stating:

a. All dates upon which there was any change in that status;

b. The name of your spouse or spouses or domestic companions during that period.